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CHAPTER I
Introduction
Electronics in space encounter a harsh radiation environment which affects their perfor-
mance. Transient effects, termed single-event effects (SEE), stemming from this radiation
cause data loss by producing errors in memory, called single-event upset (SEU), and can de-
stroy microelectronic devices outright. Lifetime exposure to radiation leads to performance
degradation in what are termed total-ionizing dose (TID) effects. The effects of radiation
on microelectronic device operation is a major concern for space missions. Underestima-
tion of the ability of the space radiation environment to wreak havoc on microelectronic
device operation has resulted in data loss and, in some cases, the loss of entire satellites.
Since the introduction of the integrated circuit, the desire for higher performance at
lower cost has driven microelectronic device scaling. For decades, scaling consisted of
shrinking feature sizes while the overall structure of microelectronic devices remained pri-
marily the same. The effect scaling has had on the radiation response of microelectronics
is mixed. Thinner gate oxides have drastically reduced the impact of TID; however, reduc-
tions in the amount of charge controlling a logic state have made devices more susceptible
to SEU.
To push scaling into the deep sub-micron region, changes to the microelectronic device
structure were required. This included the introduction of new materials and changes to
the device structure in order to obtain tight confinement of channel regions. These changes
present challenges to conventional error rate analysis as an underlying assumption that
energy deposition in a sensitive volume by an ion is well characterized by the ion’s lin-
ear energy transfer (LET) may not be valid. The use of different materials near sensitive
volumes introduces the possibility that energy deposition in the sensitive volume will be
deviate from that expected in an equilibrium case due to non-local deposition of energy
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lost by an ion. This phenomenon has already been observed for x-ray and gamma-ray
sources [11, 12]. Furthermore, the increase in the variance of the energy loss distribution,
termed energy loss straggling, in small volumes limits the ability of LET to accurately
describe energy deposition by ions in small sensitive volumes. This is particularly prob-
lematic for light ions for which the energy loss straggling in small volumes can exceed the
LET [10].
This work seeks to use the mred Monte Carlo tool to explore the realistic impact that
changes in microelectronic device structure due to scaling have on energy deposition due
to direct ionization by ions found in the space environment. The results suggest that the use
of high-Z materials near sensitive device regions does not have a meaningful impact on the
radiation response of highly scaled microelectronic devices. However, exploration of SEU
induced by protons in a target structure representative of a 22nm SOI SRAM cell shows
that energy loss straggling may play a meaningful role in determining the SEU cross section
for advanced devices. This is due to the observation of protons with an LET well below the
critical LET depositing energy well above that required to induce SEU. The implications
of this result on error rate analysis for highly scaled devices is discussed.
I.1 Space Radiation Environment
The radiation environment encountered by a satellite is highly dependent on its orbit’s al-
titude and inclination. While the Earth’s magnetic field provides some protection from
galactic cosmic rays, it also traps protons and electrons. These trapped protons and elec-
trons form radiation belts commonly referred to as Van Allen Belts [13]. The inner Van
Allen Belt is dominated by high energy protons which can have energies in the hundreds of
MeV. The outer Van Allen Belt is dominated by electrons which exist at higher fluxes but
at a lower energies than in the inner belt. Electrons reach a maximum of about 10MeV in
the inner Van Allen belt but reach a maximum of only 7MeV in the outer Van Allen belt [2].
Proton and electron fluxes as a function of distance from the Earth are shown in I.1.
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(a) Proton Flux (b) Electron Flux
Figure I.1: Integrated flux of proton and electrons in the space environment. Figure (a)
shows the integrated flux (cm−2 s−1) of protons with energy greater than 10MeV in space
as a function of earth radii. Figure (b) shows the integrated flux (cm−2 s−1) of electrons
with an energy greater than 1MeV in space as a function of earth radii. The poles of the
earth are along the vertical axis [2].
The inclination of orbit also dramatically affects the radiation environment encoun-
tered. The Earth’s magnetic field is dipolar and converges near the geographic pole of the
earth, leading to a sparseness of the magnetic field in these regions. Satellites operating in
polar orbits, therefore, are less protected from galactic cosmic rays and experience more
severe proton and electron environments than would be encountered in a similar equatorial
orbit [2, 13, 14]. Valuable orbits, such as those over the South Atlantic, must contend with
these radiation environments. The relatively harsh environment over the South Atlantic is
termed the South Atlantic Anomaly and occurs due to the off axis nature of the Magnetic
Pole which leads to a sparseness of the field over the South Atlantic. This allows the inner
Van Allen belt to dip down leading to relatively high low earth orbit proton fluxes in this
region [13].
Beyond the trapped radiation belts, satellites escape trapped proton and electrons but are
subjected to the full background cosmic ray flux. Valuable orbits such as Geosynchronous
(geo) operate in this environment. Cosmic rays originating from outside our solar system
(galactic cosmic rays) are generally believed to be super novae remnants. All elements
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through uranium are contained in galactic cosmic rays (GCR), but the flux of elements
heavier than iron falls off quickly. The relative abundance of ions contained in cosmic rays
is given in I.2. GCR can have energies up 1011GeV; however, GCR fluxes peak at ion
velocities around 1GeV u−1 [2].
Figure I.2: Relative abundance of ion species (up to Z=28) which make up galactic cosmic
rays. Heavier elements exist in cosmic rays but in relatively low fluxes [2]
While the space radiation environment has been generally described, it is important to
note that the space radiation environment is highly variable. Trapped proton and electron
fluxes are highly dependent on solar activity and can be significantly altered by manmade
sources such as the detonation of a nuclear weapon in the upper atmosphere. Solar activity
dampens GCR fluxes which peak during solar quite periods as shown in I.3. However, solar
activity, while proton and electron rich, ejects all elements through uranium [2, 13].
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Figure I.3: Modulation of GCR flux with solar activity. Strong solar winds dampens the
flux of particles originating from outside the solar system [2].
I.2 Microelectronic Device Scaling
The beginning of the microelectronics industry can be traced back the filing of a patent in
1925 by Polish physicist J.E. Lilienfeld which described a field effect transistor. However,
the first field effect transistor was made at Bell labs in 1947 by John Bardeen, Walter Brat-
tain, and William Shockley. Most early work in the industry, including the production of
the first integrated circuit, was done using germanium as the semiconductor material. How-
ever, germanium’s native oxide is soluble in water and a high-quality low-defect germani-
um/germanium oxide interface is difficult to grow. This led to germanium’s replacement
with silicon, because silicon readily forms a high quality oxide in the form of SiO2 [3].
Since the 1960s, silicon has dominated the semiconductor industry, and while many have
proclaimed the death of silicon due to scaling, device concepts exist which would continue
the use of silicon to the 5nm node [15].
Almost immediately following the development of the integrated circuit, Gordon Moore
made his famous prediction that the number of transistors per unit area of an IC would
double every two years. The driving force behind Moore’s law is the benefits of device
scaling. Ideally, structural parameters and operating voltages would be scaled in concert so
that field internal strengths do not change. This type of scaling is referred to as constant
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Parameter Constant Field Scaling Constant Voltage Scaling
Dimensions 1κ
1
κ
VDD 1κ 1
Fields 1 κ
VT 1κ 1
Current 1κ κ
Capacitances 1κ
1
κ
Delay Time 1κ
1
κ2
Power/Circuit 1κ2 κ
Power x Delay 1κ3
1
κ
Power/Area 1 κ3
Line Resistance κ κ
RC 1 1
IR/VDD κ κ2
Table I.1: Effect of scaling parameter κ on IC performance [1].
field scaling and results in not only in an increase in the number of transistors per unit area
but also an increase in the speed of the IC for no additional power as well as a reduced
cost per function. However, system limitations on operating voltage often led to scaling of
device parameters without a corresponding decrease in operating voltage. This is referred
as constant voltage scaling and results in results in greater speed increases than constant
field scaling although at a power cost. Furthermore, performance gains from constant field
scaling can be limited due to velocity saturation of carriers. The ideal scaling benefits for
constant field scaling and constant voltage scaling are shown in table I.1. From the 1970s
to the early 2000s, the actual structure of the MOSFET remained little changed despite a
massive decrease in minimum feature size [1].
Around 2000, several performance issues began to force changes to materials used
in microelectronic devices to continue scaling trends. Leakage current due to tunneling
presents a limit to how thin of an oxide can be used. In order to continue scaling, SiO2
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was replaced with high-κ dielectrics such as HfO2, ZrO2, and Al2O3 [16]. As gate capac-
itance continued to drop with each generation, poly depletion became a serious issue. The
depletion depth in a polysilicon gate is given as Wpoly = εoxVoxtoxqNpoly where Vox is the voltage
drop over the oxide. Practically, doping levels in silicon are limited to 1020cm3, and the
supply voltage for each generation is generally fixed. This means that the poly depletion
region grows with each generation. Furthermore, this depletion region has a capacitance
associated with it. As the gate capacitance decreases due to a thinner oxide or high-κ ox-
ide, the capacitance of the poly depletion region becomes non negligable and adds in series
to the gate capacitance giving a total capacitance of C = ( toxεox +
Wpoly
εSi )
−1. This has a severe
effect on device performance and introduces skew in transistor VC characteristics as the
depletion region depth in the poly gate is non-constant for applied gate voltage.
To solve the problem of poly depletion, metal gates were introduced. Metal gates pose
their own challenges as the metal must be selected in conjunction with the oxide used so
that a work function which allows for the proper threshold voltage is obtained [17]. Further-
more, the metal must survive high temperature processing steps limiting choices primarily
to refractory metals and their silicide. Metals commonly used in gate stacks include Ta,
TaN, TiN, Ni, Co, Pt, Mo, Sn, and W [18–23]. Molybdenum and tungsten are of partic-
ular interest, because the work function of molybdenum can be controlled with nitrogen
implantation and tungsten’s work function is midgap, meaning either of these metals could
be used to provide a process with a single type of metal gate for both PMOS and NMOS
devices, reducing process complexity. Source and drain contacts are also now typically
silicide and/or metal clad in order to reduce their parasitic series resistance. In order to
maintain good transconductance and device performance, the parasitic series resistance of
a device must be a small fraction of the on resistance which reduces with scaling [24].
As devices have continued to scale, short channel effects have limited the gate’s control
of the channel. This allows the formation of a sub-surface leakage path which increases off
state current. This can be seen in figure I.4a which shows TCAD simulations of off state
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hole density of a bulk silicon PFET as a function of depth from the gate. Several strategies
which fundamentally alter the microelectronic device structure are being explored in order
to regain control of the channel. The most common is a dual gate FET. It is common to
implement the dual gate by growing a silicon channel on the substrate plane and surround-
ing this channel by a gate. This devices structure is shown in figure I.5b and is generally
referred to as a finFET. Currently, Intel uses finFETs in commercial processors [25]. A
second method of controlling the channel which would preserve the planar structure of
microelectronic devices is Ultra-Thin Body Fully-Depleted Silicon on Insulator (UTBB
FD-SOI). In this method, raised source drain and an ultra-thin body (less than 10nm) al-
lows the gate to suppress off state leakage. The structure of UTB FD-SOI is shown in
figure I.5a. This technology is commercially available in the ARM CortexTM-A9 which is
a 28nm technology with a body depth of 7nm [26]. Other blue sky technologies are also
being developed to control off state leakage. One promising technology is the Implant-
Free Quantum Well Field Effect Transistor (IFQW FET). The PFET implementation of the
IFQW FET utilizes a SiGe/Si heterojunction which confines majority carriers to the gate
region, suppressing the subsurface off state leakage path. This can be seen in figure I.4b
which shows off state hole density for an IFQW PFET as a function of distance from the
gate. The structure of an IFQW PFET can be seen in figure I.5c.
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(a) Bulk Silicon PFET (b) IFQW PFET
Figure I.4: Off state hole density for multiple gate lengths as a function of distance from
the oxide/silicon interface in PMOS (a) bulk and (b) Implant Free Quantum Well (IFQW)
devices with differing gate lengths. The emergence of a subsurface leakage path in bulk
PMOS devices as the gate length decreases can be seen. This leakage path is suppressed in
IFQW devices by the quantum well formed due to a SiGe/Si heterojunction [3].
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(a) UTB FDSOI [27] (b) finFET [28]
(c) IFQW FET [3]
Figure I.5: Advanced device structures to suppress off state leakage at gate lengths below
40nm. Figure (a) shows an ultra-thin-body FDSOI device which suppress off state leakage
paths by truncating the channel depth below the gate. Figure (b) shows a finFET device
structure which suppresses off state leakage by surrounding the channel with multiple gates
providing better electrostatic control. Figure (c) shows an Implant-Free Quantum Well FET
which suppress off state leakage by through the use of a heterostructure which confines
majority carriers to the gate region.
I.3 Radiation Effects in Microelectronics
The root cause of all radiation effects in microelectronics is the transfer of energy from
radiation to the material which makes up the microelectronic device. The processes by
which energetic particles lose energy in a medium are discussed in detail in Chapter 2. For
many applications, it is sufficient to simply describe the average energy lost by a particle
per unit distance it travels in a material. This is termed the particle’s stopping power and
denoted dEdx . A particle’s linear energy transfer (LET) is a more restrictive term for energy
loss and is rigorously defined as the average energy lost per unit length travelled by a parti-
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cle excluding all generated secondary electrons with initial kinetic energy above an energy
E0 [9]; however, the terms LET and stopping power are commonly used interchangeably
as it assumed, unless otherwise stated, that E0 is taken at ∞ in which case the LET and the
electronic stopping power of a particle are identical. In the radiation effects community, the
term LET is commonly used to describe energy loss by a particle per unit length it travels
in a material and is commonly normalized by the material density as LET = 1ρ
dE
dx (where
ρ is the material density). LET is typically given in units of MeV−cm
2
mg .
The energy deposited by a particle as it passes through a material leads to the generation
of electron hole pairs. If this occurs in a depletion region in a microelectronic device, the
electron hole pairs will separate. This leads to a current transient which affects the output
potential and is known as a single event transient (SET). If this transient changes the state
of a memory element, it is known as a single event error (SEE) or single event upset (SEU).
The minimum amount of charge which must be collected at a circuit node to cause an
SEU is known as the critical charge Qcrit [29]. The volume of a device from which this
charge can be collected is termed a sensitive volume. In bulk devices, this sensitive volume
extends considerably further than the depletion region width. This is due to an extension
of the electric fields contained in the depletion region along the particle track in a process
known as field funneling [30]. In SOI devices, the collection depth is limited to the body
depth by the buried oxide. However, charge collection in SOI devices can be complicated
by bipolar amplification. Bipolar amplification is a floating body effect which leads to the
injection of carriers, exacerbating the effect of the charge deposited by an ion. Bipolar
amplification can be limited by the use of body ties [31].
The cumulative energy deposited by radiation passing through a material over its life-
time can affect its performance in what are known as total ionizing dose (TID) effects.
Electron hole pairs generated in the oxide of a device are quickly separated by the elec-
tric field across the oxide. In silicon dioxide, electrons are swept out of the oxide within
a picosecond, but holes are relatively immobile, becoming trapped. This trapped positive
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charge causes a negative threshold voltage shift of the device. Over time scales of hours,
days, and even years, trapped holes transport out of the device oxide leading to a recovery
of the threshold voltage. As holes transport out of the oxide, they free trapped hydrogen.
If this free hydrogen transports to the Si/SiO2 interface, it can interact with a Si-H bond,
forming H2 and leaving behind a dangling bond. These dangling bonds are known as Pb
centers and make up the bulk of interface traps. Pb centers are amphoteric, becoming donor
like when the Fermi level is below mid-gap, neutral when the Fermi level is at mid-gap, and
acceptor like when the Fermi level is above mid-gap [32]. The charging and discharging of
these traps stretches out the Id vs Vgs characteristics of a device and can cause parametric
failure of a circuit.
As devices have scaled, TID effects in gate oxides have been largely mitigated by the
reduced gate oxide thickness tox. The reduction in the volume of oxide leads to a reduction
in the number of trapped holes at a given dose, and, therefore, the threshold voltage shift
due to trapped holes scales with t2ox, and the buildup of interface scales traps with tox [33].
As a result, the primary cause of TID induced performance degradation in modern devices
is TID effects in isolation oxides. Trapped charge and the buildup of interface traps in
isolation oxides can cause the formation of a leakage path between devices separated by the
isolation oxide. TID susceptibility of SOI devices is typically much worse than their bulk
counterparts due to the presence of the buried oxide (BOX). Even in modern processes, the
BOX tends to be thicker than 100nm. In SOI technology, the BOX/Si interface effectively
forms a back gate which is electrically coupled to the front gate. Trapped charge in the BOX
and interface trap buildup at the BOX/Si interface can then alter the device performance in
much the same way as it would if it were in the front gate oxide.
An overview of SEU and TID effects have been presented; however, it should be noted
that there are peculiarities within these topics such as enhanced low dose rate sensitivity
(ELDRS) which will not be discussed in detail. There is also a myriad of other radiation
induced effects in microelectronics which will not be discussed in detail. These include
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destructive effects such as latch-up, single event gate rupture (SEGR), and single event
burn out.
I.4 Rate Prediction Techniques
Conventionally, SEU rate prediction has been performed using the rectangular parallelepiped
chord length model (RPP model). This method defines a rectangular parallelepiped sensi-
tive volume from which charge can be collected. The volume typically represents one bit
with the chip response assumed to be the response of an aggregate of the sensitive volumes.
By defining a critical energy Ec which must be deposited in order to generate the critical
charge Qc to upset the cell, one can integrate over all ions in the environment with an LET
and path length which leads to the deposition of energy greater than Ec to find an error
rate. This is expressed in the equation R(Ec) = Ap
∫ smax
smin Φ(Lt(s,Ec)) f (s)ds where Ap is the
average projected area of the RPP, smin = 0 (the minimum chord length through the RPP),
smax = (x2+ y2+ z2)1/2 (the maximum chord length through the RPP), Φ(Lt(s,Ec)) is the
flux of particles whose LET is such that more than Ec will be deposited over a chord length
s in the RPP, and f (s) is the probability density of a chord of length s in the RPP [34].
This integral requires a description of the radiation environment and is typically performed
using codes such as CREME96 [35].
Despite much success, many of the fundamental assumptions in the RPP model have
been called into questions. This has spurred the development of Monte Carlo error rate
prediction techniques which have been successful in explaining cases in which the RPP
failed catastrophically to predict on orbit error rates [36]. The Monte Carlo simulation tool
developed by Vanderbilt University and used to in the work presented in this thesis is named
mred (Monte Carlo Radiative Energy Deposition). At the tool’s core is the GEANT4 C++
toolkits. GEANT4 is a collection of object oriented radiation transport codes written and
maintained by an international collaboration. The toolkit attempts to incorporate all known
physics relating to particle interactions and allows the definition of complex targets [37].
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Mred uses the programming language Python as an interface to the GEANT4 toolkit. This
is achieved by wrapping the GEANT4 source code with the help of SWIG [38]. Mred also
offers several extensions to the standard GEANT4 physics library [39]. The extension most
relevant to this work is the incorporation of PENELOPE 2008 [40]. PENELOPE 2008 is
a Monte Carlo code which deals specifically with electron and positron transport in matter
and is capable of accurately tracking electrons down to 50eV
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CHAPTER II
Energy Deposition by Energetic Particles in Material
II.1 Energy Loss by Energetic Particles
The average rate of energy lost by a particle as it travels through a material is termed the
particle’s stopping power and denoted dEdx . The stopping power of charged particles can
further be separated into electronic stopping power and nuclear stopping power. As the
names imply, the electronic stopping power is energy loss due to coulombic interactions
with the electron cloud of the target material while the nuclear stopping power is energy loss
due to coulombic interactions with the nuclei of the target material. It is possible to make
this distinction because perturbation of the electron cloud occurs on a much faster time
scale than the recoiling of struck nuclei. The electronic stopping power dominates energy
loss for energetic charged particles, with nuclear stopping power becoming relevant only
as the particle nears stopping The relative importance of electronic and nuclear stopping
power for carbon travelling in silicon as its energy changes is shown in figure II.1.
Figure II.1: Electronic and nuclear stopping power for carbon ions of specified energy
travelling through silicon. Electronic stopping dominates energy loss by the ion at large
energies. Calculations were performed with SRIM.
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It is also possible for a particle to lose energy through non-coulombic interactions with
target nuclei. In order to interact with target nuclei in this manner, a positively charged
particle must overcome the repulsive electromagnetic force exerted as it approaches the
nucleus. The minimum energy to overcome the coulomb force is termed the coulomb
barrier and is expressed in MeV by Ucoul = 1.03× 1+A1A2 ×
Z1Z2
A1/31 +A
1/3
2
where Z1, A1 refer to
the incident ion’s atomic number and atomic mass respectively and Z2, A2 refer to the target
atom’s atomic number and atomic mass respectively [41]. These interactions do not require
the conservation of kinetic energy as they can leave a target nucleus in an excited state or
even lead to spallation, resulting in high energy fragments.
The specifics of coulombic and non-coulombic nuclear interactions will not be dis-
cussed in detail as this work focuses primarily on high energy ions found in the space
environment for which the primary energy loss mechanism is coulombic interactions with
the electron cloud of a target. However, because nuclear reactions can significantly con-
tribute to error rates [41] and have traditionally been the dominant cause of SEU from light
ions, relevant sections will take nuclear reactions into consideration for context.
II.2 Secondary Electron Generation and Physics
Energy lost by an ion due to electronic stopping is transferred to the electrons in the target
material. This either ionizes the parent atom or leaves the parent atom in an excited state.
An excited atom will de-excite back to its ground state. This can occur through several pro-
cesses including the emission of a photon or an auger electron. Electrons which are freed
from their parent atoms are termed secondary electrons or delta rays (δ rays). Ion electron
interactions can be approximated as a binary collision where the energy transferred to an
electron is Te− = 4m1m2(m1+m2)2E cosθ [42]. In this equation, E is the energy of the incident
ion, m1 m2 are the masses of the particles involved in the collision, and θ is the angle of
emission from the ion path. The maximum energy secondary electron produced by a inci-
dent ion then occurs at θ = 0 and has energy Tmax = 4m1m2(m1+m2)2E. From the binary collision
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approximation, it also apparent that low energy electrons are ejected perpendicular to the
direction of ion travel. Ion electron interactions are random in nature. The differential
probability of transferring an amount of energy T to a secondary electron is given by the
Rutherford cross section as dσ = pi(b2)
2Tmax(dTT 2 ) [43], where b is the impact parameter.
From the Rutherford cross section, it is seen that the probability of producing a secondary
electron decreases as the square of its energy. The spectrum of secondary electrons pro-
duced by an ion is then dominated by relatively low energy secondary electrons.
Once freed from their parent atom, secondary electrons move throughout a material,
losing energy as they interact with it. Secondary electrons interact with matter through three
mechanisms: elastic scattering, bremsstrahlung emission, and inelastic collisions. Elastic
scattering occurs when an electron interacts with the nucleus of an atom. In this interaction,
electrons scatter off a target nucleus without altering its quantum state. These interactions
serve primarily to change the direction the secondary electron is travelling as the energy
lost to the recoiling nucleus is negligible due to the large mass of the nucleus relative to
an electron. Bremsstrahlung, or breaking radiation, is the emission of a photon by an
accelerating charged particle. Electrons travelling in material emit bremsstrahlung due to
acceleration caused by the electrostatic field of atoms. Finally, the primary energy loss
mechanism for low and medium energy electrons is inelastic collisions. Inelastic collisions
occur between the energetic electron and electrons contained in the medium through which
they travel [40]. These collisions result in electronic excitation or ionization, creating more
secondary electrons. The time evolution of the F of secondary electrons generated by a
5keV primary electron travelling in Si is shown in figure II.2.
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Figure II.2: Time evolution of the spectrum of generated secondary electrons per primary
electron with energy 5keV in silicon. As the primary electron loses energy over time, the
spectrum of secondary electrons which it can produce shifts lower in energy. The arrow at
16.7eV indicates a plasmon peak in silicon. Arrows at higher energies show shell edges of
silicon [4].
Eventually, a secondary electron loses all of its excess energy and thermalizes back into
the bands of the material through which it is travelling. Figure II.3 provides information
on the amount of time this process takes by showing the total number of cascading elec-
trons, including those that have already stopped, as a function of time for different primary
electron energies. When the incident electron and the secondaries it produces are settled,
no further secondary electrons are produced, and the number of cascading electron satu-
rates. This occurs for primary electrons of all energies by around 1ps. This is typically fast
enough to be considered instantaneous from the point of view of microelectronic device
response; however, plasma effects have been observed in charge collection measurements
performed with high speed photodetectors [4].
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Figure II.3: Total number of cascading electrons, including those that have stopped, created
by an incident electron of energy E0 as a function of time [4].
The distance secondary electrons travel before they settle is of interest because it de-
termines the volume over which an ion may cause charge to be generated as well as the
density of the generated charge. The simplest approximation that can be made to determine
the range of a secondary electron of a given energy is the continuous slowing down approx-
imation (CSDA). The CSDA assumes that an electron travels in a linear path with the total
distance travelled given by the integral of the electron’s stopping power as
∫ dE
− dEdx
[4].The
CDSA overestimates the range of electrons, especially those of low energy, because elastic
and inelastic scattering events randomize the path taken by an electron. The inverse mean
free path to a scattering event for electrons is calculated by Akkerman using Monte Carlo
methods and is shown in figure II.4. Akkerman goes on to calculate the range of electrons
taking into account scattering events and provides a comparison to CSDA as shown in fig-
ure II.4. The CSDA overpredicts the range of electrons at all energies and is particularly
bad for low energy electrons for which it overpredicts the electron range by over an order
of magnitude.
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(a) Inverse mean free path to elastic scattering (b) Inverse mean free path to inelastic collision
Figure II.4: Figures (a) and (b) show the inverse mean free path to an elastic and inelastic
scattering event respectively for an electron of specified energy. Scattering events alter the
direction of motion of an electron limiting their practical range [4].
Figure II.5: Comparison of electron range for different stopping theories. RCSDA denotes
the continuous slowing down approximation and Rz denotes the result of Akkerman’s
Monte Carlo code which takes into account scattering events which limit the practical range
of electrons, particularly at low energies [4].
Early studies of free electron range in materials relied on transmission of electrons
through metallic foils to determine semi-empirical formulas which accurately describe the
practical range of energetic electrons in matter. This work was applied by Kobetich and
Katz to determine the ionization track structure of an ion. Ionization track structure de-
scribes the average energy (dose) deposited by secondary electrons at a radial distance
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from the ion path. By placing concentric cylinders around the ion path, and calculating the
average energy deposited by secondary electrons in each cylindrical shell, the ionization
track structure of an ion can be determined. This calculation is further simplified by as-
suming all secondary electrons are ejected normal to the ion path. This assumption is valid
over distances relevant to the ionization track structure, because the dose deposited over
these distances is deposited primarily by low energy secondary electrons which, from the
kinematic equation, must be ejected normal to the ion path. The resulting relation between
dose and distance from the ion path is given by E
z2e f f
∝ 1t2 . That is the average dose of de-
posited energy, E, is directly proportional to the effective charge state of the ion, ze f f , and
inversely proportional to the square of the distance from the ion track, t [44].
II.3 Energy Loss Spectrum
Energy loss by an ion travelling through a material is a random process. There will, there-
fore, be fluctuations in the amount of energy lost by individual ions passing through the
same material even for a monoenergetic beam. The spectrum of energy loss is typically
displayed either as a differential spectrum or an integral spectrum. In a differential spec-
trum, the y-axis is the differential number of events (dN) which lose an amount of energy
while the x-axis is the amount of energy lost. The total number of events which lose an
amount of energy between x1 and x2 is then simply
∫ x2
x1
dN
dx dx. The integral spectrum is sim-
ply the back integral of the differential spectrum. That is to say it displays the total number
of events (y-axis) which deposit an amount of energy x1 or greater. The same information
is present in both spectra, and one can be obtained from the other. Figure II.6 displays this
relationship.
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Figure II.6: Relationship between differential and integral spectra, applied in this figure to
the recording of the distribution of pulse heights produced by a radiation source interacting
with a detector. The spectra portray the same information and are calculable from one
another [5].
The differential spectrum directly samples the underlying probability distribution de-
scribing energy loss by the ion. In practice, events are typically histogrammed. Each bin
in a histogram is the integration of the underlying distribution over that bin. As the bin
width (δ t) of a histogram goes to zero, the number of counts in the bin (ni) converge to
be proportional to the value of the distribution ( f ) at the center of the bin. That is to say,
for small bin widths, ni ∝ Nδ t f (ti+ δ t2 ). In practice, bin widths often increase logarithmi-
cally in size in order to cover a large range. Because this results in an unequal range of
integration over different parts of the underlying distribution, the histogrammed data gives
a skewed image of the underlying probability distribution. In order to view the true differ-
ential spectra, the histogrammed data should be scaled by the bin width. That is to say that
ni
δ ti
∝ N f (ti+ δ ti2 ) [45].
The first moment of the energy loss distribution has already been introduced as the ion’s
stopping power. The second moment of the energy loss distribution is termed the energy
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loss straggling (denoted σ2) with the square root of the second moment (the standard de-
viation) being termed the energy loss fluctuation. The ratio σ∆E , where ∆E is the average
energy loss in a film of thickness d0, is a useful measure of energy loss fluctuation. Energy
loss straggling for protons in silicon was calculated by Akkerman and extended to heavier
ions with the expression σ∆E =
10α
Ze f f
√
d0
[10]. In this expression α is a fitting paramter given
by α =−1.02428+0.68676+0.04904x2 with x= log10E with E being the ion velocity in
MeV u−1. Ze f f is the effective charge of the ion which can be calculated using the expres-
sion Ze f f = Z[1− exp(−125βZ−2/3)] where β = vc is the ion velocity relative to the speed
of light. For ions which are not fully stripped, fluctuations in the effective charge state of
the ion can significantly increase energy loss straggling. In general, energy loss straggling
increases with decreasing path length, decreasing atomic number Z of the incident ion, and
increasing incident ion energy.
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CHAPTER III
Limitations of LET as a Metric for Radiation Effects Analysis
III.1 Ionization Track Structure
The utility of LET as a metric for use in SEU rate calculations has been questioned since at
least as early as 1988 by Stapor [6]. Stapor noted that particles with similar LETs can have
very different track structures. Even particles of the same species but different energies
can have a similar LET and very different ionization track structures due to the different
spectrum of secondary electrons they produce. This is illustrated in figure III.1 which
shows calculated ionization track structures for two sets of ions of the same species and
LET but different energies: 391MeV Ni, 20.4MeV Ni, 47MeV Cl, and 19.2MeV Cl. The
charge collected by a Silicon on Sapphire (SOS) CMOS device when exposed to these sets
of ions is shown in figure III.2. The less energetic ion in each set resulted in less collected
charge despite the similar LET, and, therefore, similar amount of charge generated as the
high energy ion. This is due to the low energy ion producing a higher density of generated
charge. This higher density of generated charge leads to more initial recombination of
generated carriers, leaving less carriers to be collected.
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Figure III.1: Calculated ionization track structure for two sets of ions of the same species
and LET but differing energies. In each set, the low energy ion’s ionization track structure is
more dense than the high energy ion’s ionization track structure due to the higher maximum
energy of secondary electrons produced by the high energy ions [6].
Figure III.2: Total collected drain current as a function of applied bias for a silicon on sap-
phire CMOS device exposed to two sets of ions of the same species and LET but differing
energy. The collected charge is higher for the high energy ion of each set because the den-
sity of generated carriers is lower, leading to less initial recombination and allowing for
more of the generated charge to be collected [6].
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The effect of track structure on bit error rates is an important question due to the use
of relatively low energy ion beams to predict upset rates by energetic heavy ions in space
on an LET basis. As a result, Dodd investigated ion track structure effects in SRAM down
to the 0.5µm node and concluded that track structure effects did not impact the bit error
rate [7]. This was theorized to be due to the similarity in charge density of the inner track
radius of low energy and high energy ions as shown in figure III.3. However, the possibility
of track structure effects impacting error rates in smaller technology nodes which would
be sensitive to the low density of charge generated in the outer ion track was not ruled
out. This could impact single bit error rates as near misses by energetic ions could deposit
enough charge to cause an upset. It could also impact multiple bit error rates as the distance
spanned by the outer ionization track of high energy ions is large enough to affect multiple
junctions.
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Figure III.3: Calculation of the generated charge density as a function of distance from the
ion track for two ions with similar LETs but very different energies. The generated charge
in the inner track, less than approximately 250nm from the ion track is remarkably similar.
Also shown is a Gaussian approximation of generated charge. Gaussian approximations
are commonly used in device response simulations [7].
As technology has continued to scale, there has been further evidence that the mi-
crostructure of the ionization track is becoming relevant. In device response simulations,
it is common to model an ion strike as cylinders of deposited charge corresponding to the
conventional ionization track structure. This is inherently an average event and does not
capture the actual ion track, made up of discrete secondary electrons, of any single event.
Ejected electrons which travel near the channel can have a non-linear impact on the device
response. Weller shows that an event which deposits only a few times the LET of energy
results in a device response orders of magnitude larger than seen using the conventional
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LET track structure due to the microstructure of the track [46]. Furthermore, the ability
of secondary electrons to deposit large amounts of energy in very small regions of space
due to an inelastic scattering event limits the utility of an averaged ion track structure in
determining effects in highly scaled devices. As seen in figure III.4, the maximum energy
deposited by secondary electrons in a 50nm Si cube remains relatively constant out to ra-
dial distances far beyond where the Katz model would predict any energy deposition at
all. Electrons have been shown to cause single event upsets in highly scaled devices [47].
This raises possibility that discrete secondary electrons produced by energetic ions could
produce errors many microns away from the initial strike location, hampering hardening
schemes which rely on physical separation of nodes, such as bit interleaving, and signifi-
cantly contributing to the overall error rate.
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Figure III.4: Boxes show energy deposition in a 50nm silicon cube at the specified radial
distance from the track of a 25MeV He ion. The bottom of the box shows the average
energy deposited and is in good agreement with the Katz model for ionization track struc-
ture. The top of the box shows the 90th percentile of energy deposited in the box with the
whisker showing the maximum energy deposition event [8].
III.2 Limitation of LET Metric in Small Volumes
An underlying assumption in the use of LET in conventional error rate calculations is that
all of the energy lost by an ion is deposited in the sensitive volume. However, as has been
shown in the previous section, the ionization track structure can be very large, and the most
energetic secondary electrons produced by ions found in the space environment can travel
more than a hundred microns in silicon. This essentially guarantees that charged particle
equilibrium will not exist in a small volume as even if charge particle equilibrium exists
along the ion track, secondary electrons will escape radially from the sensitive volume [9].
The fraction of energy lost by an ion which is deposited in a sensitive volume is shown in
figure III.5. This has implications for SEU testing as the limited number of ion species and
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energies available necessitate the use of angled testing to fill in the LET vs upsets curve.
These tests rely on the ion to deposit more energy in the sensitive volume due to the longer
path length the ion takes through the sensitive volume. The response is then assumed to be
analogous to that of an ion whose LET is such that it deposits the same amount of energy
in the sensitive volume at normal incidence. As devices scale, this type of testing may no
longer provide accurate results, because the amount of charge an ion deposits in a sensitive
volume will be highly dependent on its velocity.
Figure III.5: The fraction of energy lost by an ion with specified kinetic energy which
remains in a sensitive volume with a given average chord length (average distance a sec-
ondary electron must go to escape the volume). More energy escapes for smaller volumes
(smaller average chord lengths) and higher incident kinetic energies [9].
A further limitation of LET in small volumes is the increase in energy loss straggling
as volumes decrease in size. This is shown for helium in figure III.6. This limits the utility
of the LET metric as it is an average of the energy loss distribution of an ion. The larger
the variance of the distribution, the less well the average describes that distribution. For
particles lighter than carbon, energy loss straggling in small volumes can be so significant
that it is larger than the LET [10]. In these cases, the average becomes practically useless as
a metric for describing energy loss by the ion. The effect that decreasing volume size has on
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the differential energy loss spectrum of 20MeV protons is shown in figure III.7. As can be
seen, despite the average energy lost by the 20MeV proton trending towards zero as layer
thickness decreases, the maximum energy lost remains relatively constant. The increase
in straggling in thin volumes can be explained by a decrease in the average number of
interactions the ion has with the electron cloud as it passes through this volume. For light
ions, the average number of interactions becomes so low that straggling overtakes LET. For
heavy ions, the number of interactions remains sufficiently high for LET to remain useful
in describing energy loss.
Figure III.6: Calculation of the fluctuation in energy deposition by isotropic helium of
specified velocity in silicon sensitive volumes as a function of the average chord length
travelled through that volume. Fluctuations in the deposited energy increase for increasing
helium energy and decreasing average chord length of the volume [9].
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Figure III.7: Probability density function of the energy lost by 20MeV protons in silicon of
specified thickness. The energy peak at 16.7eV is a plasmon excitation with higher energy
peaks corresponding to shell edges as labled [10].
III.3 Dose Enhancement
Materials surrounding a sensitive volume can impact the amount of energy a radiation
source deposits in the volume. The dispersion of secondary electrons at a material inter-
face results in a situation in which charge particle equilibrium is not in place. This can
result in the deposition of a larger amount of energy than would be predicted in an equi-
librium case. The deviation in deposited energy from equilibrium is expressed with the
dose enhancement factor (DEF) where DEF = average dose in sensitive regionequilibrium dose . This phenomenon
has traditionally been studied primarily in regards to its effects on TID and thus has been
termed dose enhancement. The source of radiation in these cases has been limited to x-ray
and gamma-ray sources. Dose enhancement occurs within an electron range of a material
interface. In this range, the difference in number and nature of secondaries produced by
a radiation source in the two materials forces the system out of equilibrium such that the
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dose deposited in either material differs from the equilibrium dose. Dose profiles at a gold
silicon interface under x-ray and gamma-ray irradiation are shown in figure III.8.
Figure III.8: Dose profiles at a gold-silicon interface under x-ray and gamma-ray irradiation
in the direction specified by the arrow. The equilibrium dose profile is shown by the dotted
line [11].
As seen in figure III.8, the deposited dose at a material interface is strongly dependent
on the radiation source. Differences between the gamma-ray and x-ray dose profiles can be
explained by the different ways the radiation interacts with matter. X-rays deposit energy
in a material primarily through the photoelectric effect. Photon absorption in this process
is strongly dependent on the atomic number Z of the material through which the photon
is travelling. The absorption cross section for a photon in a high-Z and low-Z material
can be several orders of magnitude different. The multitude of electrons generated in the
high-Z material penetrate the low-Z material, enhancing the deposited dose in the low-Z
material and reducing the deposited dose in the high-Z material. Furthermore, electrons
generated by the photoelectric effect are ejected isotropically from their shell. This leads
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to an independence of the dose distribution on the direction of the incident x-ray. Dose
enhancement from x-rays peaks at a photon energy of around 100keV with an enhancement
factor of approximately thirty.
Gamma-rays typically have a photon energy higher than several hundred keV and lower
than 10MeV. In this energy range, photons lose energy primarily through Compton scat-
tering. Compton scattering is largely independent of the material Z and produces secondary
electrons which scatter in the direction the gamma ray is travelling. This leads to a depen-
dence on the direction of the incident radiation on the dose profiles at material interfaces as
seen in figure III.8. Because the cross section for Compton scattering is largely independent
of the material Z, the dose profile at a high-Z low-Z material interface is largely determined
by differences in scattering of the secondary electrons at the interface [11]. Gamma-rays
incident on the low-Z side of a low-Z/high-Z interface lead to an enhancement of dose
on both sides of the interface while gamma rays incident on the high-Z side low-Z/high-Z
interface lead to a reduction in deposited dose on both sides of the interface [12]. The
maximum dose enhancement factor due to gamma rays is around two.
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CHAPTER IV
Energy Deposition due to Direct Ionization in Small Volumes
IV.1 Introduction
The radiation response of highly scaled microelectronic devices is explored using mred [39]
and PENELOPE 2008 [40]. The underlying structure of mred is the GEANT4 radiation
transport code [37]. In this work, GEANT4 codes are used to simulate the transport of
a primary ion while the transport of secondary electrons produced by a primary ion is
simulated with PENELOPE 2008. As a indicator of the degree to which PENELOPE 2008
is significant to this work, mred calculations which utilize the PENELOPE 2008 framework
to calculate secondary electron transport will be denoted as mred+penelope.
Scaling in the microelectronics industry has pushed sensitive volume sizes to the nanome-
ter scale. The energy loss distributions of light ions in small sensitive volumes is heavily
influenced by the atomic structure of the material making up the volume. This is due to
the low number of interactions a light ion has with the electron cloud as it passes through
the sensitive volume. It is, therefore, necesssary to evaluate the utility of GEANT4 in de-
termining energy deposition due to light ions in small sensitive volumes. This is primarily
due to the ”continuous energy loss” abstraction used in GEANT4 radiation transport cal-
culations. The continuous energy loss abstraction is a way of simulating energy lost by a
particle which does not create a trackable secondary electron. In thin absorbers, GEANT4
relies on a simplified two energy level model of the atomic structure to simulate continuous
energy loss. The exact energy chosen for these levels is determined in part by the mean ion-
ization energy of the material [48]. This abstraction provides a useful and accurate means
of describing energy loss by a particle over a relatively high number of interactions due to
the inherent averaging which occurs over these interactions.
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To determine the accuracy of mred+penelope in calculating energy deposition from
light ions in small sensitive volumes, the energy deposition distributions of protons were
compared to energy loss distributions of protons calculated by Akkerman et al. [10]. Akker-
man performed these calculations with a Monte Carlo code based on the energy-loss func-
tion (ELF) Im(−1/ε(ω,q)). In this function ε(ω,q) is the complex dielectric function
where h¯ω is the energy loss and h¯q is the momentum transfer. This method does not rely
on the mean ionization energy of the material, and Akkerman provides several comparisons
to confirm the accuracy of his code. A mockup of the mred target structure used in these
simulations is shown in figure IV.1. The structure consists of a silicon sensitive volume
with 5µm of silicon on either side of the sensitive volume. This layer establishes some
amount of charge particle equilibrium and is roughly representative of material surround-
ing a microelectronic device. The Energy deposition due to 20MeV protons in the sensitive
volume is calculated for sensitive volumes of thicknesses 1µm, 100nm, and 10nm.
Figure IV.1: Mock up for the target structure used in comparing energy deposition due to
direct ionization by protons as calculated by mred+penelope to energy loss calculations
for protons performed by Akkerman in [10]. All layers are silicon. The Layers on either
side of the sensitive volume are 5µm thick and provide some amount of charge particle
equilibrium. Energy deposition was calculated for sensitive volume thicknesses of 1µm,
100nm, and 10nm.
The energy loss distribution for 20MeV protons in silicon as calculated by Akkerman
is compared to the energy deposition distribution for 20MeV protons in silicon as cal-
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culated by mred+penelope in figure IV.2. In order to make the comparison, a minimum
mean square error (mmse) normalization was applied to the distributions obtained from
mred+penelope. The mred+penelope histograms are originally given in counts which spec-
ify the number of particles which deposited a given energy in the sensitive volume. The
histograms are then scaled by bind width, because the histogram bins are logarithmically
spaced. This provides an accurate representation of the underlying probability density func-
tion. The mred+penelope distribution and the Akkerman distributions are then compared,
and it is assumed that they are the same except for a constant scaling factor. This assump-
tion is made, because the accuracy of Akkerman’s results and the accuracy of GEANT4 in
relatively large volumes have been extensively investigated, and the energy loss and energy
deposition distributions should be exactly the same in large volumes. The scaling factor
which minimizes the mean square error between the mred+penelope and Akkerman dis-
tributions is selected as the normalization for the mred+penelope data. This is necessary
because the scaling used in Akkerman’s data is unknown. While this method limits our
ability to discern a difference in the magnitude of the two distributions, it does not affect
the relative probability of an event within a distribution.
In our opinion, the differences in results in the 1µm sensitive volume is due entirely to
the fact that Akkerman is calculating energy loss by a proton over 1µm transport in silicon
while mred+penelope is calculating energy deposition in a 1µm sensitive volume due to
the proton. Because energy lost by the proton creates secondary electrons which can travel
microns in silicon, energy deposition in the sensitive volume is influenced by energy loss in
surrounding materials. Even if charge particle equilibrium exists in the aggregate, it is not
required to exist in a singular event. The energy deposition distribution at any point in the
sensitive volume is then a convolution of the energy loss distributions within a secondary
electron range of that point.
In the 10nm sensitive volume, differences in the proton energy loss distribution and
the proton energy deposition distribution occur for a number of reasons. The accuracy of
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the energy deposition distribution below several hundred eV is limited by the continuous
energy loss abstraction in GEANT4. This leads to many of the minute structure, including
the plasmon peak at 16.7eV, to be washed out. It is believed, however, that the energy
deposition distribution is accurate for events which deposit more than several hundred eV
in the sensitive volume. The disappearance of the k-shell peak in the energy deposition dis-
tribution is attributed to secondary electron movement out of the sensitive volume. Energy
loss events of this magnitude are likely to lead to an auger electron with enough energy to
travel significant distances in silicon.
Somewhat counterintuitively, the energy deposition distribution calculated by mred+penelope
is more accurate for higher energy protons. This is because a larger proportion of the energy
loss by high energy protons results in a secondary electron with energy sufficiently high to
be explicitly simulated. These electrons are simulated with PENELOPE 2008 which accu-
rately simulates electron transport down to an electron energy of 50eV. Figure IV.3 shows
the energy deposition distribution of 100MeV protons in a 10nm thick silicon sensitive vol-
ume. The plasmon peak at 16.7eV is clearly present as is the excitation peak corresponding
to the L-shell of silicon at approximately 100eV.
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(a) 1µm sensitive volume depth (b) 100nm sensitive volume depth
(c) 10nm sensitive volume depth
Figure IV.2: Comparison of energy deposition distributions for 20MeV protons calculated
by mred+penelope with energy loss distributions for 20MeV protons calculated by Akker-
man in [10]. The mred target structure used in these calculations is shown in figure IV.1.
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Figure IV.3: Energy deposition distribution for 100MeV protons in a 10nm thick sensitive
volume. The peak at 16.7eV is a plasmon peak. The peak near 100eV corresponds to
the L-shell threshold of silicon. The low energy point occurs due to the continuous energy
loss abstraction in GEANT4 and is the minimum amount of energy the proton can lose as it
passes through the sensitive volume. The mred target structure for this calculation is shown
in figure IV.1.
IV.2 Impact of High-Z Material on Direct Ionization Energy Deposition by Ions
Poly depletion and quantum tunneling have necessitated the use of metal gates and high-κ
dielectrics to continue device scaling [16, 17] while the need to reduce series resistance
has led to metal silicide and metal clad source and drain regions [24]. Additionally, high-Z
materials have made their way into the back-end-of-line of advanced processes in the form
of tungsten vias. The effect these material changes have had on the deposited dose due to
x-rays has been studied [49, 50], and the wider phenomenon of dose enhancement in x-ray
and gamma-ray radiation environments is well known [11, 12]. The effects these materials
changes have had on the system level nuclear reaction cross section, and as a result the
SEU cross section, is also well documented [51]. However, the impact the use of high-
Z materials near sensitive volumes has on energy deposited in that volume due to direct
ionization from an ion, to the best of our knowledge, has not been explored.
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To explore the impact of high-Z materials on energy deposition in sensitive volumes
due to direct ionization by ions, mred+penelope simulations utilizing the target structure in
figure IV.4 were preformed. The target structure is based on the target structure used in [52].
It is representative of a 3 metallization FDSOI process. The back-end-of-line consists of
alternating layers of Al and SiO2 as well as two W vias. The sensitive volume is a 5nm thick
layer of silicon which is consistent with the body depth of advanced SOI technologies [26,
27]. Below the sensitive volume is a 400nm thick buried oxide (BOX), and below the BOX
is 6.6µm of silicon representing the wafer. Directly above the silicon sensitive volume is a
tungsten contact layer 19.23nm thick. Tungsten is the most electron dense material which
has been proposed for use in gate stacks and source drain metallization. As such, the use
of tungsten, and the placement of the contact directly above the sensitive volume body,
represents a worst case scenario. As a control, the tungsten contact is replaced with silicon.
Figure IV.4: Mred target structure used for evaluating the impact of high-Z material on en-
ergy deposition in nearby sensitive volumes due to direct ionization by ions. The sensitive
volume is 5nm thick and made of silicon. The BEOL consists of aluminum and SiO2 as
well as two tungsten layers representing vias. The contact is a 19.23nm layer of tungsten.
As a control, the contact layer is switched to silicon.
The ion species H, He, C, O, Si, and Fe at energies ranging from 2.5MeV u−1 to
10GeV u−1 were simulated. These ion energies and species are representative of the
make up of the majority of the galactic cosmic ray environment [2]. H ions up to ap-
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proximately 400MeV are also an abundant ion at orbits within the first Van Allen belt and
contribute significantly to the total ionizing dose (TID) in this orbit [53]. Energy deposi-
tion in the silicon sensitive volume due to direct ionization from these ions was simulated
using mred+penelope. An enhancement factor is calculated to quantify the effect the tung-
sten contact has on energy deposition in the sensitive volume. The enhancement factor is
calculated as EF = average deposited energy with tungsten contactaverage deposited energy with silicon contact .
Figure IV.5a shows the calculated enhancement factor for the simulated ion species
as a function of ion velocity for ions normally incident on the BEOL, referred to as the
frontside. Figure IV.5b shows the calculated enhancement factor for ions normally incident
on the wafer, referred to as the backside. The largest enhancement factor calculated is 1.2
and occurs for 2.5MeV u−1 Fe incident on the frontside of the target. An enhancement fac-
tor of this magnitude is consistent with radiation energy loss processes which are largely
independent of the material Z through which the radiation is travelling [11]. The trend of
decreasing enhancement factor with increasing ion velocity is consistent with the change
in the generated secondary electron spectrum as ions increase in velocity. As ion velocity
increases, the spectrum of generated secondary electrons shifts higher in energy. The sec-
ondary electron environment in the sensitive volume at any specific energy is impacted by
all secondary electrons generated with enough energy to reach the sensitive volume with
that specific energy. As the spectrum of generated secondary electrons shifts higher in en-
ergy, the volume of the target structure which impacts the secondary electron environment
in the sensitive volume increases. This reduces the enhancement factor as the secondary
electron environment in the sensitive volume becomes more dominated by electrons gener-
ated in the BEOL and BOX/Wafer rather than those generated in the contact material.
For similar reasons, the observed enhancement in deposited energy is thought to be
due primarily to low energy secondary electrons. This is also consistent with the lack of
directional dependence of the enhancement factors observed for high energy silicon ions
as seen in figure IV.5b. The direction a secondary electron is ejected from an ion track is
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dependent on its energy. Low energy electrons are ejected normal to the ion track and have
a low mean free path to a scattering event. This scattering event effectively randomizes their
direction of motion, precluding a beam direction dependence on their energy deposition. As
the silicon ion loses energy, the foreword scattering of secondary electrons becomes more
pronounced. This leads to a higher enhancement factor for frontside irradiation, because
frontside irradiation leads to the secondary electrons produced in the tungsten contact to be
preferentially scattered forward into the sensitive volume while backside irradiation leads to
secondary electrons produced in the tungsten contact to be preferentially forward scattered
away from the sensitive volume.
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(a) Particle dependence of enhancement of energy deposition
(b) Directional dependence on energy deposition due to a Si ion
Figure IV.5: Enhancement in the average deposited energy in the sensitive volume due to
direct ionization by the specified ion. The mred target structure used in these calculations
is shown in figure IV.4. Frontside denotes irradiation incident normal on the BEOL side of
the target structure. Backside denotes irradiation incident normal on the wafer side of the
target structure.
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A worst case enhancement of the average deposited energy of an ion below a factor
of two is unlikely to significantly impact either the total ionizing dose effects of protons
or the SEU effects of heavy ions. However, it is worth exploring the impact that high-Z
metallization may have on the SEU cross section for ions near the threshold LET. Near
the threshold LET, the SEU cross section is extremely non-linear; therefore, even a slight
increase in the energy deposition distribution of these ions may result in large changes in the
SEU cross section. To study this, the energy deposition distribution of 2.5MeV and 50MeV
protons incident normal to the frontside of the FDSOI structure as shown in figure IV.4
were calculated. Once again, a silicon contact was used as a control while a tungsten
contact was used a worse case representation of gate and source/drain metallization. These
energy deposition distributions were reverse integrated to give a cumulative probability of
depositing a given energy or greater in the sensitive volume. The results are shown in
figure IV.6.
For the high energy proton, the cumulative probability distributions for the tungsten
contact and the silicon contact are virtually indistinguishable. For the low energy proton,
the high-Z tungsten contact is seen to have a significant impact on the very highest energy
deposition events, increasing their probability by nearly an order of magnitude. However,
the cumulative probability distribution for the tungsten contact and silicon contact quickly
converge, limiting the potential impact on the SEU cross section to a very narrow range of
critical charge. Unfortunately, this range of generated charge is around the critical charge
typical of unhardened circuits flown in space. While this result may warrant further investi-
gation, mitigating factors, such as separation of the sensitive volume from high-Z material
by gate oxides or a less dense gate material, may limit this effect in a real circuit. Over-
all, the use of high-Z materials near sensitive circuit elements is unlikely affect the system
response to direct ionization by ions. However, this does not mean that high-Z materials
do not impact the overall SEU rate of a system as high-Z material’s impact on the nuclear
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reaction cross section of a system is well documented and has been shown to significantly
impact the SEU rate [36].
(a) Energy deposition from 2.5MeV protons (b) Energy deposition from 50MeV protons
Figure IV.6: Probability of the incident ion depositing the specified amount of energy or
more in the sensitive volume. The mred target structure used in these calculations is shown
in figure IV.4.
IV.3 Effect of Energy Loss Straggling in Small Volumes
As the path length taken by an ion through a sensitive volume decreases, the energy loss
straggling increases. For light ions, energy loss straggling can become larger than the
average energy lost, limiting the utility of the LET metric [10]. SEU due to direct ionization
from protons has already been reported in 65nm technology [54]. Reducing critical charges
as devices scale is likely to exacerbate the problem, and reduced sensitive volume sizes are
likely to increase the importance of energy loss straggling in SEU error rate calculations.
To investigate the realistic impact energy loss straggling has on error rates in highly scaled
devices, the device target in figure IV.7 was used in mred+penelope simulations. The target
structure is based on the target structures used in [55] and is representative of a 22nm SOI
SRAM cell. The sensitive volume is a silicon cube 50nm to a side. The BEOL consists
of alternating layers of aluminum and SiO2 and is representative of a three metallization
layer process. The BEOL also contains two tungsten layers representative of vias. Below
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the sensitive volume is a 400nm thick buried oxide (BOX), and below the BOX is 10µm of
silicon representing the wafer.
Figure IV.7: Mock up of the target structure used for mred+penelope simulations in de-
termining the impact of energy loss straggling on SEU rates in advanced devices. The
sensitive volume is a silicon cube 50nm on a side and is representative of the sensitive
volume of a 22nm SOI SRAM cell. The BEOL consists of aluminum and SiO2 with two
tungsten layers representing vias. A directional flux was used to irradiate the sensitive vol-
ume. This flux was contained to the red box which is a square 500nm to a side and centered
on the sensitive volume.
The critical charge for this 22nm SRAM cell was estimated in [55] to be 0.08fC which
is equivalent to 1.8keV of energy deposited in the sensitive volume. A directional flux
over a square 500nm to a side and centered on the sensitive volume was irradiated with
10MeV and 100MeV H ions. The LET of these ions is 3.5×10−2 MeV cm2 mg−1 and
5.9×10−3 MeV cm2 mg−1 respectively. This gives a calculated average energy deposition
for protons striking the sensitive volume at normal incidence of dEdx ∆x= 405eV and
dE
dx ∆x=
70eV for 10MeV and 100MeV protons respectively. In an isotropic environment, the worst
case chord length is (x2+y2+z2)1/2 = 86.6nm giving a worst case dEdx ∆x of approximately
700eV and 120eV for the 10MeV and 100MeV protons respectively. Even the worst case
dE
dx ∆x for these ions is several times lower than the estimated critical energy deposition,
and, therefore, from a conventional SEU rate calculation perspective, direct ionization from
these ions would not be expected to contribute at all to the SEU cross section of the SRAM.
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Figure IV.8 shows the integral cross section for the energy deposition of 10MeV and
100MeV protons simulated in the 22nm SOI SRAM device structure. The integral cross
section is calculated by reverse integrating the energy deposition distribution and dividing
by the fluence of simulated ions. All relevant physics was included in the simulation in-
cluding nuclear interactions. The maximum energy deposited by direct ionization can be
seen to be approximately 10keV and 3keV for the 10MeV and 100MeV protons respec-
tively. Events which deposit more energy require a nuclear interaction of some sort. This
is not necessarily spallation and could be a nuclear recoil or the backscatter of the inci-
dent proton back through the sensitive volume. The highest energy deposition events are
likely due to a spallation reaction. Using the previously stated maximum energy deposition
due to direct ionization, the nuclear reaction cross section, the cross section of an energy
deposition event which occurs due to a nuclear interaction of some sort, is approximately
6×10−21 cm2/bit for both the 10MeV and 100MeV protons. The SEU cross section, the
cross section of depositing at least 1.8keV, is 1.3×10−16 cm2/bit and 1.7×10−18 cm2/bit
for the 10MeV and 100MeV protons respectively. Given these numbers, it is apparent that
direct ionization, even by high energy protons, may play a significant role in determining
the SEU cross section of highly scaled devices.
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Figure IV.8: Integral cross section for energy deposition due to protons in a 22nm SOI
SRAM cell. The estimated critical charge for this technology 0.08fC which is equivalent
to an energy deposition of 1.8keV. The mred target structure used in these calculations is
shown in figure IV.7.
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CHAPTER V
Conclusions
V.1 Conclusions of the Current Work
Monte Carlo simulations have been used to explore the impact scaling trends have on the
radiation response of microelectronic devices. These simulations have been primarily fo-
cused on determining the impact that the incorporation of new materials into the microelec-
tronic device structure and ever shrinking sensitive volume sizes has on energy deposition
due to direct ionization by ions. This is critical to determining when and if the LET metric
is useful for characterizing the radiation response of advanced devices.
The utility of mred+penelope in simulating energy deposition due to direct ionization
from light ions in nano-scale sensitive volumes was explored. Energy deposition distribu-
tions for 20MeV protons in silicon sensitive volumes of reducing thickness were compared
to energy loss distributions of 20MeV protons in the same thickness silicon volume as cal-
culated by Akkerman. It was found that mred+penelope provided an accurate description
of energy deposition events which deposited more then several hundred eV even in vol-
umes as thin as 10nm. Inaccuracy in the energy deposition distributions for events which
deposit less than several hundred eV are thought to be due to the continuous energy loss
abstraction used by GEANT4 in the calculation of energy loss by ions in thin absorbers.
The actual inaccuracy in these distributions is thus difficult to determine as much of the
energy deposition is done by discrete secondary electrons produced by the primary ion.
These secondary electrons are simulated using PENELOPE 2008 which does not contain
the continuous energy loss abstraction and is thought to model the energy loss by electrons
to a high degree of accuracy even in thin absorbers.
The impact of the use of high-Z metals in gate stacks and as source/drain cladding on
energy deposition in sensitive device regions due to direct ionization by ions was explored.
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While some enhancement of the average amount of energy deposited due to direct ioniza-
tion by ions was observed, the enhancement was always much less than a factor of two.
Furthermore, the metal was not seen to significantly increase the number of high energy
events. It is, therefore, unlikely that the incorporation of high-Z materials into gate stacks
and source/drain cladding will have a significant impact on the microelectronic radiation
response to direct ionization by ions.
The impact of energy loss straggling in the context of small volumes was explored.
For light ions, energy loss straggling can exceed the average energy loss by several orders
of magnitude in small volumes. Energy deposition by 10MeV and 100MeV protons in a
target structure representative of a 22nm SOI SRAM cell was simulated. From an LET
viewpoint, direct ionization from these two particles should not impact the SEU cross sec-
tion at all. However, the simulation results showed that, due to straggling, direct ionization
from the protons significantly impacted the SEU cross section of the cell. This result is
particularly important for evaluating error rates in orbits within the first Van Allen belt.
Protons with energies up to 400MeV are found in abundance in this region. As a result,
SEU rate prediction methods for parts flown in this region may need to be revaluated to
properly account for straggling effects which are not captured in the current LET metric.
V.2 Suggestions for Future Work
Many of the conclusions of this work rely on the accuracy of the mred+penelope fluc-
tuation models. The accuracy of these models in thin volumes has not been rigorously
explored. Energy loss spectrometry simulations should be performed with mred+penelope.
These simulation results can be compared to Akkerman’s caculations of relative energy
loss straggling for protons in [10].
While agreement in results produced by mred+penelope with those produced by Akker-
man is a positive sign, experimental evidence is needed to verify the results. To this end,
SEU rate predictions made by mred+penelope should be compared to recorded proton error
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rates in advanced devices. A good candidate for this kind of predictive SEU test would be
the 14nm SRAM which will soon be available. If possible, a specialized circuit should
be designed to allow measurement of collected charge in an ultra-thin SOI device. The
distribution of collected charge produced under high energy proton irradiation can be com-
pared to energy deposition distributions calculated by mred+penelope, with a matching
distribution verifying the results produced by mred+penelope.
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Appendix A
Concepts and Limitations of mred
A.1 Range Cuts
GEANT4 offers great flexibility in simulation capabilities. One of the key components
in maintaining this flexibility is the concept of range cuts. Range cuts in GEANT4 con-
trol the production electrons, positrons, and photons, which will be henceforth referred to
as secondary particles or secondaries. Roughly speaking, for a secondary particle to be
produced and discretely tracked, it must have enough energy to travel the distance in the
material specified by the range cut. For instance if a range cut of 1µm is set, all produced
secondaries must have energy such that they can travel 1µm in whatever material they are
produced. However, once produced a secondary is tracked down to zero energy. The range
cut value itself is not actually physically used anywhere in the simulations. That is to say
that the set range cut value is translated into an energy value for each type of secondary par-
ticle in each material used in the simulation. These energy values are used in the simulation
to determine whether or not an energy loss event produces a discrete secondary. All energy
loss by particles below that required to produce a discrete secondary is approximated using
continuous energy loss approximations.
The simplest continuous energy loss approximation is the use of an average rate of
energy loss to all processes not discretely modeled by the production of secondaries. This
approximation is used to simulate continuous energy loss by GEANT4 electrons. However,
fluctuations in the continuous energy loss is also approximated for ions. In thick absorbers,
continuous energy loss fluctuations are approximated by a Gaussian distribution with mean
at the average loss. In thin absorbers, the approximation is more complicated and involves
a simplified approximation of the atomic shell structure [48]. Range cuts are useful in
allowing the size of simulated structures to vary widely. Small range cuts in large target
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structures unnecessarily calculate energy deposition by short range secondary particles,
wasting computational time. However, large range cuts skew energy deposition in small
sensitive volumes.
The effect of large range cuts in small sensitive volumes is shown in figure A.1. The
mred target structure used in these simulations is shown in figure IV.4. This target structure
approximates a modern ultra-thin FDSOI device. The sensitive volume is a 5nm thick sili-
con layer. The range cuts in the device structure were set to 500nm except in the tungsten
vias were range cuts were set to 10nm. Range cuts in the silicon sensitive volume were set
to 500nm and 1km. Energy deposition due to direct ionization by 56GeV Fe in the sensi-
tive volume was measured. As can be seen in figure A.1 the long range cuts significantly
increases the straggle of the energy deposition distribution. Because the large range cut
effectively constrains the energy loss by the Fe ion to one dimension, the path along which
the ion travels, the energy deposition distribution takes on the characteristics of the energy
loss distribution in that volume. 56GeV Fe can produce single secondary electrons with
MeV of energy. These secondaries have a range larger than the entire target structure and
would carry almost all of the energy transferred to them outside of the sensitive volume.
With range cuts larger than the secondary’s range, however, the secondary is not produced
and discretely tracked, and, therefore, the energy transferred to it is deposited in the step in
which the event occurred.
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Figure A.1: Differential cross section of energy deposition due to direct ionization from
56GeV Fe in a 5nm thick silicon sensitive volume with specified range cuts in the sensitive
volume. The mred target structure used in these simulations is shown in figure IV.4 with
range cuts outside the sensitive volume set to 500nm except in the tungsten vias where
range cuts are set to 10nm. The data has been scaled by bin width to give an accurate
representation of the underlying energy deposition probability distribution.
This has obvious impacts on SEU simulations, because they require an accurate descrip-
tion of the energy deposited by high energy ions in order to make accurate rate predictions.
In general, to accurately simulate energy deposition, range cuts should be on the order of
the size of the sensitive volume. This generalization relaxes some as sensitive volumes
decrease in size due to GEANT4’s use of the continuous slowing down approximation
(CSDA) (see II.2) to convert range cuts to energy production cuts for secondary electrons.
The CSDA severely overestimates the practical range of low energy secondary electrons,
and, therefore, relatively larger cuts may not affect energy deposition in deep submicron
sensitive volumes. However, the energy production cut calculated for a specified range cut
is material dependent, and, therefore a ”large” range cut in one material may be a ”small”
range cut in another material.
This is an important concept, because modern microelectronic devices contain a large
range of materials deposited next to each other in thin films. If range cuts are larger than
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the thickness of any one film, the secondary electron environment across several layers
of different materials will be affected by the discontinuity in secondary electron energy
production cuts at material interfaces. This effect is most pronounced at high-Z/low-Z
material interfaces due to the large difference in electron range for a given energy between
high-Z and low-Z materials. For instance a range cut of 500nm in silicon translates to a
secondary electron production cut of 256eV but in tungsten it translates to a secondary
electron production cut of 5.4keV. In a thin tungsten film, a 500nm range cut suppresses
a large number of secondary electrons which would have the energy to travel beyond the
film and could travel more than a µm in neighboring silicon. This could be particularly
problematic because the probability of an ion generating a secondary electron of given
energy is inversely related to the square of the electron energy, and, therefore, accurately
modeling the low energy secondary electron environment may be crucial in accurately
modeling energy deposition in small volumes.
The importance of understanding how range cuts affect secondary electron production
in different materials is illustrated in figure A.2. The mred target structure used in these
simulations is shown in figure IV.4 and approximates a modern ultra thin FDSOI device.
The sensitive volume is a 5nm thick silicon film and the contact above it is a 19.23nm
thick tungsten film. As a control the contact material is switched to silicon. The energy
deposition in the sensitive volume due to direct ionization by 56GeV Fe as a function
of range cut in the contact material is measured. The range cut in the sensitive volume
is set at 500nm. The dependence of these results on the electron transport code used in
the simulation was also explored. The results using PENELOPE 2008 to simulate electron
transport are shown in figure A.2a. The results using G4 electrons are shown in figure A.2b.
As can be seen in figure A.2, range cuts in the contact material have an impact on energy
deposition in the sensitive volume. Large range cuts in the tungsten contact can even lead to
an apparent blocking effect, a reduction in the energy deposition in the sensitive volume due
to the tungsten contact, when in reality a tungsten contact has an enhancement effect on the
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energy deposition in the sensitive volume. The difference in the energy deposition between
the PENELOPE 2008 and GEANT4 electrons is thought to be due to differences in the way
the codes handle continuous energy deposition. GEANT4 approximates continuous energy
loss by electrons using a CSDA estimate [48]. As has already been stated, this estimate is
severely limited in its estimation of energy loss by low energy electrons. Furthermore, a
CSDA estimate may not accurately describe energy loss by electrons in small volumes due
to increases in energy loss straggling in small volumes. PENELOPE 2008 does not use a
continuous energy loss approximation in its simulation of electron transport and, therefore,
is expected to be more accurate.
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(a) Energy deposition as a function of contact range cuts using PENELOPE 2008
(b) Energy deposition as a function of contact range cuts using EmStandard-
Screened
Figure A.2: Effect of range cuts in the contact material on average energy deposition in a
neighboring silicon sensitive volume. The mred target structure used in these simulations is
shown in figure IV.4. Range cuts in the sensitive volume and the rest of the target structure
were set to 500nm except in the tungsten vias were range cuts were set to 10nm. In
figure A.2a PENELOPE 2008 was used to simulate energy deposition due to electrons. In
figure A.2b EmStandardScreened (which uses GEANT4 electrons) was used to simulate
energy loss due to ionization.
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One thing to be aware of when using low range cuts is an apparent bug in GEANT4 in
versions up to at least 9.6. To study the effects of this bug, mred simulations with PENE-
LOPE 2008 were performed using the target structure shown in figure IV.1. This structure
consists of a sensitive volume 5nm thick with 5µm of material on either side to provide
some amount of charge particle equilibrium. Energy deposition in the sensitive volume
due to direct ionization by 56GeV Fe ions was measured. The entire target structure con-
sists of a single material. Range cuts in the layers surrounding the sensitive volume were
set at 500nm with the range cuts in the sensitive volume varying. The results of these
simulations are shown in figure A.3. In every material that was tested, average energy de-
position due to direct ionization decreased abruptly by approximately twenty five percent
when the range cuts in the sensitive were set to a value lower than the mean ionization en-
ergy of the material. As the mean ionization energy of a material has no physical meaning,
this abrupt change in energy deposition is believed to be a numerical artifact of the Monte
Carlo calculations and not physically realistic.
The bug is believed to affect the continuous energy loss portion of the energy deposited
due to direct ionization. This is consistent with the observation of the bug with range cuts
above the mean ionization energy in the layers surrounding the sensitive volume. It is also
consistent with the results seen in figure A.2. When using EmStandardScreened, which
uses GEANT4 electrons, a sharp increase in energy deposition in the sensitive volume is
observed for both the silicon and tungsten contacts when the range cuts in the contact are
below the mean ionization energy of the contact material. This can be seen in figure A.2b.
This is believed to be due to an increase in the number of secondary electrons which reach
the sensitive volume due to a decrease in the amount of energy they lose from continuous
energy losses. These sharp jumps are absent when using PENELOPE 2008 as seen in
figure A.2a due to the independence of PENELOPE 2008 electrons from GEANT4 physics.
The smoothness of the curves in A.2a further implies that the generation of secondary
electrons is not affected by the short range cuts bug.
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The effect of the short range cuts bug on the differential cross section for energy deposi-
tion is shown in Figure A.4. In this figure, the differential energy deposition distribution for
56GeV Fe in a 5nm thick silicon sensitive volume with range cuts just above and just be-
low the mean ionization energy is plotted. The distributions are very similar and it would
be difficult to tell from sight that there was something wrong with the simulation. This
range cuts issue may be resolved in GEANT4 version 10.
Figure A.3: Effect of range cuts in the sensitive volume on energy deposition due to direct
ionization by 56GeV Fe in a 5nm thick sensitive volume. The mred target structure used
in these simulations is shown in figure IV.1. The target consists of a 5nm thick sensitive
volume with a 5µm thick layer on both sides of the sensitive volume. The material specifies
the material in all layers. Range cuts in the layers surrounding the sensitive volume were
set to 500nm.
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Figure A.4: Dependence of the differential cross section of energy deposition due to direct
ionization by 56GeV Fe in a 5nm silicon sensitive volume on range cuts in the sensitive
volume. The mred target structure used in these simulations is shown in figure IV.1. The
target structure consists of a 5nm thick sensitive volume with 5µm thick layer on both
sides of the sensitive volume. The material in all layers was silicon. Range cuts in the
layers surrounding the sensitive volume were set to 500nm.
A.2 Energy Loss Straggling Limitations
As sensitive volumes shrink in size, the importance of energy deposition straggling in-
creases due to its increased magnitude relative to the average deposited energy. In general,
straggle in energy loss and deposition increases for increasing ion energy and decreasing
sensitive volume size. However, other factors, such as fluctuations in the charge state of
an ion, can greatly affect energy loss straggling. The effect that fluctuations in the charge
state of an ion has on energy loss straggling can be seen in figure A.5. This figure shows
the enhancement factor for individual ions as plotted together in figure IV.5. The error bar
for each point is calculated as µwµSi
√
( σw√n)
2+(σSi√n)
2 where µw and µSi are the mean energy
deposition in the sensitive volume with a tungsten contact and silicon contact respectively.
σ2w and σ2Si are the variance of the energy deposition distribution of with a tungsten contact
and silicon contact respectively and n is the number of ions. For every ion, the number of
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ions run at each energy was the same. The error bars, then provide a rough visualization of
the variance of the underlying energy deposition distributions.
As can be seen in figure A.5, the variance in the energy deposition distribution for
all ions increases with energy except at one point where the variance decreases dramati-
cally. For Fe, this occurs between 250MeV u−1 and 500MeV u−1. For Si this occurs be-
tween 100MeV u−1 and 250MeV u−1. For O and C this occurs between 50MeV u−1 and
100MeV u−1. From these numbers, it is apparent that the velocity at which this drop-off in
variance of the energy deposition occurs decreases for decreasing ion Z. This is consistent
with straggling due to fluctuations in the ion charge state as the velocity at which an ion is
fully stripped increases with increasing ion Z.
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(a) C (b) O
(c) Si (d) Fe
Figure A.5: Enhancement of energy deposition in a 5nm silicon sensitive volume due to
nearby tungsten contact for several ions. The mred target structure used in the simulation is
shown in figure IV.4 and approximates a modern ultra-thin body FDSOI device. Estimates
in the error are based on the variance of the underlying energy deposition distribution.
The total number of ions run for each ion species is the same for all energies although the
number of ions run differs for different ion species.
The difference in the energy deposition distributions for 250MeV u−1 and 500MeV u−1
Fe in a 5nm thick silicon sensitive volume is shown in figure A.6. The differences in the
distributions are dramatic, and the accuracy of energy loss straggling for non fully stripped
ions should be investigated. Based on the simulations shown in figure A.6, straggling in
energy deposition for non-fully stripped heavy ions in small volumes may be extreme.
This increases the necessity of correctly simulating energy deposition due to non-fully
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stripped ions which unfortunately is difficult due to the complexity of correctly simulating
the charge state of non-fully stripped ions. The charge of a non-fully stripped ion is highly
dependent on the material through which it is traveling, because the electron density of
the material affects electron stripping of the ion. Eventually, an ion travelling through a
material reaches an equilibrium charge state which may be fractional due to the tendency
of ions to eject and capture electrons as they travel. This equilibrium charge state is used
by GEANT4 in energy loss calculations. However, the charge state of an ion is calculated
independently for the material it is in. This neglects the effects surrounding material may
have on the charge state of an ion as it takes some distance for an ion to reach its equi-
librium charge state in a material. As microelectronic device structures contain many thin
films comprised of many materials with a wide range of electron densities, it is likely that
the charge state of a non-fully stripped ion is affected by multiple materials in the device
structure. The impact that this is likely to have on energy deposition is unknown. How-
ever, the importance of these charge state fluctuations in the space radiation environments
is limited by the fact that low energy ions encountered in the space environment tend to be
low Z with heavy ions contained primarily in galactic cosmic rays at energies high enough
to be fully stripped.
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Figure A.6: Differential cross section of energy deposition due to direct ionization in a 5nm
silicon sensitive volume for 250MeV u−1 and 500MeV u−1 Fe. The mred target structure
used in these simulations is shown in figure IV.4 and approximates a modern ultra-thin body
FDSOI device. The contact material for these simulations was silicon. The data has been
scaled by bin width to give an accurate representation of the underlying energy deposition
probability distribution.
The accuracy of energy loss straggling calculations for low Z ions in small sensitive
volumes is limited by the accuracy of GEANT4 in simulating events which deposit small
amounts of energy. To explore energy loss straggling by protons in small volumes, mred
simulations with PENELOPE 2008 were performed. The target structure used in these
simulations is shown in figure IV.1. This structure consists of a sensitive volume with a
5µm thick layer on either side to provide some amount of charge particle equilibrium. For
these simulations, the entire target structure was silicon. The energy deposition due to
direct ionization from 10MeV protons was measured, and the relative energy deposition
straggling was calculated. Relative energy deposition straggling is defined as σE where σ is
the standard deviation of the energy loss distribution and E is the average of the energy loss
distribution. These results were compared to calculations of relative energy loss straggling
for 10MeV protons performed by Akkerman in [10]. The results are shown in figure A.7.
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The mred+penelope simulations of relative energy deposition straggling and Akker-
man’s calculations of relative energy loss straggling are very similar for thick sensitive
volumes. As the sensitive volume size decreases, relative energy deposition straggling falls
below Akkerman’s calculations of relative energy loss straggling. It is unlikely that this
discrepancy is due to an absence of charge particle equilibrium as the maximum energy
secondary electron that a 10MeV proton can produce is approximately 20keV. The range
of a 20keV electron in silicon is approximately 7µm. As the target is larger than this
and the equilibration layer above the sensitive volume is nearly this thick, it is likely that
charge particle equilibrium exists in the aggregate. The difference between Akkerman’s
calculations and mred+penelope’s calculations is likely due to inaccuracies in energy de-
position events in mred+penelope which deposit less than approximately 500eV of energy
in the sensitive volume as discussed in IV.1. As the sensitive volume depth continues to
decrease, there is a sharp decrease in relative energy deposition straggling as calculated by
mred+penelope between sensitive volume thicknesses of 2.2nm and 1.1nm. This decrease
is particularly concerning, because the relative straggling in energy deposition should in-
crease for decreasing sensitive volume depth. The differential energy deposition distribu-
tion for 10MeV protons is in these sensitive volume depths is shown in figure A.8. The
decrease in relative energy deposition straggling at 1.1nm sensitive volume depth is likely
due in large part to the appearence of a discontinuity in energy deposition at 10eV. This is
a numerical artifact of the mred+penelope simulations. While these simulations show that
mred+penelope in general provides relatively accurate results for energy deposition distri-
bution of light ions in small volumes, they also point to the care that should be taken in
basing conclusions solely off of moments of the energy deposition distribution, especially
when sensitive volume dimensions drop below 10nm.
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Figure A.7: Relative energy deposition straggling for 10MeV protons in silicon for sensi-
tive volumes of specified thickness. The mred target structure used in these simulations is
shown in figure IV.1 and consists of a sensitive volume with a 5µm thick layer of silicon on
either side of the sensitive volume to provide some amount of charge particle equilibrium.
The results are compared to relative energy loss straggling for 10MeV protons in silicon as
calculated by Akkerman in [10].
Figure A.8: Differential cross section for energy deposition due to direct ionization from
10MeV protons in 1.1nm and 2.2nm silicon sensitive volumes. The mred target structure
used in these simulations is shown in figure IV.1 and consists of a sensitive volume with a
5µm thick layer of silicon on either side of the sensitive volume to provide some amount
of charge particle equilibrium.
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